
 

 

Glens Falls Little League Draft Rules 

Updated: Feb 27 2017 

 

Player Draft Report (PDR) 
 

Prior to the draft, all registered players will be divided into Draft Groups based on their experience level and all-star classification from the previous season. A 

report will be provided to each coach that organizes this information by Division, sorted by Draft Group (A to D) and Age (highest age to lowest age within each 

Draft Group). The goal of separating out the draft in this manner is to create teams that are equally balanced. 
 

 
 

Description of Fields: 

 

Selected By: Coach/Assistant Coach can indicate their team’s draft selection in this field  

Misc: Indicates special conditions that exist with this player  

� C: Child of Coach/Assistant Coach (must be drafted at first opportunity by team) 

� S: Child of Sponsor (only one allowed per team) 

� X: Child was ineligible for all-stars in previous season due to age (Played Down) 

� U: Played Regular season U10 Minors but was U11 (10-11) all-star in previous season (Played Up) 

� M: Multiple picks are attached to this selection (siblings);  

� N: New Player (First Year GFLL player) 

Draft Group: Player classifications 

� Group A: All Star returning to same division (2nd or 3rd Year in Division) 

� Group B: All Star moving into new division (1st Year in Division) 

� Group C: Non-All Star returning to same division (2nd or 3rd Year in Division);  

� Group D: Non-All Star moving into new division (1st Year in Division);  

� Note: Players that have condition “X”, “N” or other special considerations may be assigned to a group by Division Director to ensure fairness and 

integrity of the draft. 

All Star: Indicates the all-star team played on during previous season 

� T1: Team 1 (typically the stronger all-star team of specific Division)  

� T2: Team 2 (typically the younger and/or weaker all-star team of specific Division when more than one all-star team was selected)  

Age: Current age of player at draft 



 

 

 

Selection Process 

 

All coaches, assistant coaches, sponsors, and multi-picks must be indicated prior to the draft on the PDR.  Following this step, draft order will be determined by 

drawing numbers from a hat for the first round. If there are 6 teams, the numbers 1-6 will be placed in a hat and each team will select.  

-#1 gets the first pick in the first round and #6 gets the last pick in the first round.  

-It would be reverse for the 2nd round. #6 picks first in the 2nd round and then down the line. First Round – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 --- Second Round – 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 --- 

Third Round – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 etc… until all kids are drafted. 

 

Players will be selected from Group A first, Group B second, Group C third and Group D last. You cannot select from a lower group until all players are selected 

from the earlier group(s). Draft rounds can start in one group and end in the next group below (e.g. Start in Group B & end in Group C). If there is a small number 

of players in any one group that may result in a team not getting a selection from that group and they would pick from the next group. Siblings playing in the 

same division will be drafted together (denoted by “M” in Misc field) and each will count as a single pick from their respective group (A, B, C or D).  

 

Players denoted by “C”, “S”, and “M” must be drafted in a specific order when they exist within a Draft Round as shown below. 

 

Summary of Draft Selection Requirements: 

If Round Starts In Group A 1. You Must First Select: "C" (from your coach if one is available within Group A) 

  2. You Must Then Select: "C" (from your assistant coach if one is available within Group A) 

  3. You Must Then Select: One "S" (if one is available within Group A and no Sponsor attached to "C") 

  4. You Must Then Select: Next "M" if completing or continuing sibling selection (choosing first "M" is not mandatory) 

  5. You May Select: Free selection from Group A. If none remain, free selection from next group 

Repeat steps above when round begins in Group B-D.  

 

Note: Any late registrations will be added by joint decision of Division Director, Player Agent and the League President. Typically, the late registrant will be added 

to the next team in the draft order with any additional late players continuing down through the round regardless of what Group they would be in. 


